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Basketball season officially kicks off Friday for the men's and women's teams.
For team previews, players to watch and
the latest chanoes to the coachino staffs,
check out the Basketball Preview.

j Winter Wonderland may be alittle
closer this year for students with
the opening of a Paducah, Ky.. ice
skatiOCJ rink. 48.

.
•

Murray State Alliance will
be exhlbltino homosexual
acts in the Free Speech
zone today. See student's
reactions at thenews.oro.

•
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NEWS. 2A

Senator's ties to University questioned
Associated Press
FRANKFORT. Ky. - Attorney General
Jack Conway has denied an open records
request regarding a Democratic state senator and his past employment at Murray
State University, saying there's an "open
Call of Fame
investigation."
Acar on campus
Kentucky GOP chairman Steve Robertspent more time
son was seeking records from the attorthan usual sounding ney general's office pertaining to any
its horn.
investigation into state Sen. Joey Pendle. ton, D·Hopk.insviUe, who was re-elected
' last week. The Lexington Herald-Leader
OPINION, 5A
' reported in Tuesday's edition Conway
.-=======. sent a letter to Robinson Nov. 5 denying
the request, claiming the records are part
of "an open investigation."
Conway spokeswoman Allison Martin
declined to comment on the letter. saying
she could neither confirm nor deny an
investigation.
Robertson has questioned Pendleton's
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whether bearing
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The crowed gathered at the
Calloway
County
High
School football field Sunday
waited for a year.
Bundled up in coats,
scarves and gloves, the families and friends stood together, in the cold, waiting. The
crowd cheered as suddenly,
fire trucks with lights flashing
appeared, followed by police
cars, motorcycles and fmally,
two coach buses. The Murray-based 438th Military
Police Company returned
from its year-long deployment, which began w ith training at Fort Dix, N.J., and
included time in Iraq.
Spc. Jeremiah Bailey, from
Louisville, Ky., completed his
first tour and was ready to sit
back and relax. Bailey's mother, father, nephew and girlfriend all welcomed him
home.
"It's a different world over
there," Bailey said. "I missed
the basic things like sitting
around. relaxing and going to
the movies."
He said the trip home was
long (about 20 hou rs) and
exhausting, but well worth it.
As for the future. Bailey said
he hopes to start school at
University of Louisville, look
for a house and join the police
department.
Spc. Kenneth Kilgore, from
Paducah, Ky., said he was also
excited to see family and
friends, many of whom came
to welcome him home.
"I never thought this day
would come," he said "Probably right now is the best feeling I've ever had in my life."

Taking the next few days to
relax is on Kilgore's agenda.
Eventually he said he hopes to
study horticulture .at Murray
State .
But relaxing is something
Sfc. Aaron Luker said be wiU
have little time for. He is
happy to get started on the
"Honey Do List" his wife
Marshea compiled for him,
which includes changing
bard-to-reach light bulbs.
"I'm looking forward to it,"
Sfc. Luker said. "I can't wait,"
Aaron also looks forward to
the diapers be will have to
change. A month after he left,
Marshea found out she was
pregnant. Aaron came home
for two weeks when his son
Shad was born. He now looks
forward to spending time
with his family, including son
Kaler, 9, and daughter Samantha, 4.
Things were somewhat
new for Pv2 Anthony Fortenberry, who got married during his two-week leave in
April. His wife Kara attended
the welcome home ceremony.
"It hasn't hit me yet; it's
really surreal," she said.
W hile Forte nberry was
gone, his wife purchased a
house, which he has o nly seen
pictures of. Anthony said be is
eager for his farst tour of their
new place and is ready to
start working on the home.
A father-son duo, Sfc. Class
David Laster and son Sgt.
Michael Laster , completed
their second deployment
together. Michael said he is
ready to relax and start school
again while David said he is
looking forward to time off
and getting to know his wife
again.
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Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief

Final enrollment numbers arc in and
while overall enrollment is slightly down
from last year. the l2xl2 initiative is still in
sight for the University, largely due to
growth in a few areas and the new Office
of Enrollment Management.
New freshmen enrollment is up 4.5 percent from last year, graduate program
enrollment is up 2.8 percent and international student enrollment is up 7.4 percent, all of which University President
Randy Dunn said are focus areas for
recruitment. Regional campus enrollment
saw the largest percentage of growth with
a 8.5 percent increase and distance learning saw a 21 percent
increase.
With the relatively
new 12xl2 goal, Dunn
said he did not expect
to see a huge jump in
nurfibers this fall, but
said he thinks that will
change. The University
bas to grow by about
500 students each year
for the next four years
University
to reach enrollment
President
goals, he said.
"The changes we made ·- were in direct
response to a need to ramp up our efforts
- so a goal like 12,000 students by 2012 can
eventually be attained," Dunn said via email. "I think we are on track. but it is a
multi-year effort,"
Dunn said the quality education students receive at Mur ray State would also
help enrollment numbers during hard
economic times. Murray State was just
named to the Kiplinger's Top 100 Best
College Value list for the fourth consecu·
tive year.
"There are so many options for students these days but I feel very confident
in the quality of education we offer and
the value our students receive," Dunn
said. "We were the only Kentucky school
on that list and I believe this bodes well
for the future."
Dunn said the continued hard work of
Murray State faculty and staff, as well as
competitive scholarships and state-of-the' art facilities, will also factor into getting
1 enrollment numbers up.
"I believe we can do it but it is going to
take a tremendous effort from our Office
of Enrollment Management, our International Office, Continuing Education and
Photos hy Misty Hays/The New}
Financial Aid and Scholarships. not to
mention all the rest of us.'' Dunn said.
Families and friends of the 438th Military Pollee Company oather at the
Dunn said based on the areas of growth
catloway County football field Sunday to welcome home loved ones.
the
University has seen this year, continuDavid said he was glad they
which will stay at the armory.
ing education will be instrumental to
were deployed together.
The students also made a
future enrollment numbers.
"It was comforting," he
poster to welcome home Col" ... Research tells us that the majority of
said. "We had a piece of home
lege Head Joy Navan's son,
our
growth will come from nontraditional
with us."
Sgt. Michael Navan, who is a
students - not the 18 year-old high school
member of the unit.
Students from White College also helped welcome
Emily Wuchner can be graduate," Dunn said. "We obviously will
remain very committed and focused on
home the troops by making a
reached at emily.wuchner@
the recruitment and retention of those tra·
scrapbook full of pictures.
murraystate.edu.
ditional students, but we know that in
(Left) Afather is
Kentucky those numbers alone aren't
going to get us to 12,000."
reunited with his
Dunn said the University is wor.king to
daUQhter after a
help
transfer students better adjust to
year-10119 deployMurray State, as well as making efforts to
ment
improve extended campus facilities. He
said following the purchase of land in
(R!Qht) A solider
Paducah, Ky., enrollment at the Paducah
shares an
campus grew 6 percent, the largest
embrace with his
growth in any extended campus.
Catherine Sivills, assistant vice presi·
wife and dauoh·
dent for Institutional Advancement, said
ter after returninternational students enrollment is also a
lnQ home.
focus.
Said Sivills: "That area, there's obviously a lot of potential with all of the relationships we have all over the world; the
idea there is to continue to grow relation·
ships with different countries so that
when their students come here, our students can go there, and to continue to
recruit international students to Murray."
Ashley Edwards can be reaches at
ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.tdu .

Murray-bas~d soldiers return home after year away
Emily Wuchner

The Plate

ager at Murray State's farm operations
from July 1998 to June 30, 2008 when his
contract was
not
renewed because of
budget cuts.
"I know I did my
job," Pendleton said. "I
did what I was hired to
do."
Still, Robertson has
accused Conway of a
"political cover-up"
Joey
given the timing of the
Pendleton letter, which came a
day after Pendleton
Kentucky State defeated his RepubliSenator
can opponent.
Martin, Conway's spokeswoman, disputed the notion.
Said Martin: "To insist that Attorney
General Conway is not handling this in a
professional manner is disingenuous and
inaccurate."

Happy homecoming
Chief Copy Editor

If you're cravino
home-cooked meals
ina hurry, check out
Murray's newest
restaurant.

employment with Murray State w hile
also being a state legislator. Robertson
has urged Conway, a
Democrat, to appoint a
special prosecutor to
probe whether Pendleto n was improperly
paid by Murray State
for time he was working in Frankfort, Ky., as
a legislator.
Murray State officials
have not raised any
Jack
Conway concerns. University
President Randy Dunn
Attorney
said there was no
General
record of any complaints regarding Pendleton's work and
that be did not get paid hourly.
Pendleton told The (Louisville) Courier-Journal he's not concerned if there is
an investigation.
Pendleton worked as the p rojects man-

Enrollment
numbers on
track for 12xl2
initiative
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the news

Opinion Editor. Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Skewed surveys
Questionable survey results have students asking the legitimacy of campus stats
The staff editorial is the majority opin·
ion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News.
Many parents envision scenes from the
classic college party movie "Animal
House" when they drop off their wideeyed freshmen at college.
Toga parties. keg stands and lit couch·
es being thrown off third-story balconies
are just some of the nightmarish activities parents may imagine their children
being swept up in.
Never fear parents, Murray State students are a different breed.
According to the University's spring
2008 National College Health Assessment. 97.7 percent of Murray State stu-

These all reflect responsible drinking,
therefore it is not hard to see why the
majority of respondents reported using
these behaviors.
What drunken co-ed doesn't like stuffing their face at Huddle House at 2 a.m.?
Yet, even with all that responsible
drinking behavior, 30.3 percent reported
doing something they later regretted, and
24 percent repor ted forgetting where
they were and what they had done.
So while some statistics paint typical
Murray State students as innocent and
angelic, and college stereotypes color
them as crazy and out-of-control, the
re~ity is they fall somewhere in the
range of normal college drinking behav-

dents surveyed reported practicing
responsible drinking habits. This statistic, of course excluded the 25.8 percent of
students who reported they never used
alcohol. What does this 97.7 percent statistic really signify?
More than 700 students completed the
survey, which is a valid sample for a population of 10,000, but The News argues
reporting this statistic alone may be misleading and does not provide an accurate
picture of student behavior.
Some responsible drinking behaviors
Murray State students participated in
were using a designated driver, eating
before or during drinking and pacing
drinks to one or fewer an hour.

iors. Even in a damp county we are no
better than our peers on campuses
around the country when it comes to our
drinking behavior, with 74.2 percent
reporting they do or have consumed
alcohol. But hey, as least we drink
responsibly, and The News applauds students for using common sense and maturity when it comes to drinking.
The Murray State News encourages
students to treat assessments and statistics with a leery eye of skepticism, especially if the information is a generalization about their own demographic group.
After all. if we don't know and understand our own behaviors, who really
does?
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"I've never been introduced to it. but
I should hope so.''

Kyra Hannah • Belleville, Ill.
junior
"I feel sometimes that the information is
inaccurate, and how do we know what to
believe - if it's true or not?

Carrie Lardner • louisville, Ky.

senior
"I feel it co~ld be accurate but it really
depends on the number of people
who actually take the survey."

)

----

·~

Sara Boone • Whitesville, Ky.
junior

I
lauren Lanham/The News

Your voice

Letters

Smoking in public places is not a constitutional right :

Responses to Smoking in pubUc places

Judy
Lyle
Judy Lyle is
a nurse and Health
Educator for Health
Services at
Murray State

In last weeks paper's "Face Off" on
whether smoking in public should be ille·
gal, both authors made valid points. But, I
do disagree about smoking areas around
buildings - it is not a matter of someone
walking an extra 100 feet to get to the
entrance away from the smokers, it's the
fact that smoke particles are being draw:n
into the buildings. And, while I agree Jodi
Keen's father has provided a wonderful
service to his community by being a police
officer, he has not been kind to his health
by continuing to smoke "for almost 40
years.''
The greatest gift he can give to himself
and his family is to quit smoking.
Since the Great American Smokeout is
next week, I thought that maybe you would
like to have some more facts on secondhand smoke.
• The smoke from one cigarette remains
in the room for up to five hours after smoking.
• Even a half-hour of daily second-hand
smoke exposure causes heart damage similar to that of a habitual smoker. People
who arc exposed to daily second-hand
smoke have a 30 percent higher death and
disease rate than that of non-smokers.
• Second-hand smoke is the third-leading
cause of preventable death in the U.S.,
behind only smoking and alcohol and drug
abuse.
• Second-hand smoke contains more
than 4,000 chemicals, with more than SO of
them being known carcinogens.

the news
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071·3301
E·mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809-3175

thenews.oro

• The EPA classifies second-hand smoke
as a Group A carcinogen.
Over the past couple of years Health Services, The Coalition for Clean Air Murray
and the Purchase Area Tobacco Coalition
for Health have been collecting data
regarding tobacco use and the community's concerns regarding use and exposure.
The majority, 95 percent of those surveyed,
on the Murray State campus, believe second-hand smoke is harmful. Seventy-two
percent would like stricter tobacco policies. Sixty-four percent of Murray State
students have never smoked and an additional 18 percent did not smoke in the 30
days preceding the survey. People who
smoke are valuable members of the community - however, we prefer to avoid the
smoke that surrounds them. While I would
like to see the Murray State community be
a leader and have a smoke-free campus, I
would certainly vote for moving tobacco
use a minimum of 50-100 feet away from
buildings. This would minimize tobacco
exposure both indoors and outdoors. Policies should be made because it's the right
thing to do rather than because we've been
forced into them.
Nov. 20 is the Great American Smokeout.
If you arc a smoker, consider giving yourself, your friends and family a gift of quitting for the day - perhaps it will be for a
lifetime. Any student wishing to quit may
contact me for more information on how to
do so. Health Services provides quit kits
and one-to-one counseling.

the news editorial board
Ashley Edwards

Erika ForberQ

Editor·in·Chief • 809·6877

Advertising Manager • 809-4478

Robin Phelps

Katelyn Swift

News Editor • 809·4468

Production Manager • 809·5874

Alaina Zanin
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Opinion Editor • 809·5873
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Features Editor • 809·5871

Chief Copy Editor • 809·5876
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Dear Editor,
(In response to the opinion article "Should smoking in public be illegal? Yes" in last week's paper )
If people want to harm themselves, go ahead. But
smoking around others also affects the other people's
health in a negative manner.
It is the government's job and their business to protect people from harm by others.
It really isn't that difficult to smoke outside to pro·
teet the health of the 80 percent of adults and all children who don't smoke.
-Pete, posted on thenews.org, Nov. 7
Dear Editor,
(In response to the opinion article "Should smoking
in public be illegal? Yes" in last week's paper)
That is the American spirit.
If you do not like the behavior of others or want to
live a healthier life, you should use the force of government to change the behavior of others rather than
taking responsibility and changing your own b.ehavior.
Never mind the fact that most public places do not
allow smoking anyway - other than a very few restaurants that do not serve healthy food anyway, or bars
in which people are drinking and trying to look for
casual sex.
Who needs freedom anyway?
Certainly not the small business owner who creates
jobs or the individual looking to live his/her own life
outside of the influence of social engineering.
-Steve, posted on thenews.org, Nov. 7

i (From
From the front
top lett) Basketball picture by Elaine Ki9ht/ The News; Ice skates courtesy of google
1 images: video camera graphic by Misty Hays/The News. (sidebar from top) Call of Fame

graphic by Kristen Miller/The News: Face Off graphic courtesy of jddefense.com; The Plate
photo by Lauren Bell/The News: weather graphics by Kristen Miller/The News; weather inforI mation courtesy weather.com
!he Murray State illtws ~trlves to be the Umvers1ty community·~ ~urce for lntormalton. Our qoalls to present that mlor·
mation in al air and unbiaStd marmer and providt a lree and open forum lor e1p1mron and debate
!he Murrav State Hews is a dcsrqnated pubfit forum. Student editorshave author~y to makeill content decisions without
censorshiP or advance approval The paper oilersa hands-on learninq environment lor students Interested In jOurnalism The
campus prtu should be free !rem censorship and advllll(e approval ol copy and Its editorsShOuld develop theu tditorlaland
llfWS pohcres,
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Face Off

Zani----.

Does America need more gun control?
YES
NO
Guns in the
wrong hands kill
the innocent
Gun control needs to be a
matter of personal responsibility rather than be forced on gun
owners.
Basically, if you own a handgun, rifle or shotgun, one can
only assume you are going to be
using it.
We assume that you are of age
to purchase a gun, that you have
bought them yourself and that
you are a responsible adult.
These are the gun control laws
that should be a given and are
very necessary; background
checks and such. So whenever
you decide to usc that firearm,
you shouldn't have to unlock the
thing every time between uses.
When it becomes a matter of
personal responsibility is when
you have children or something.
You shouldn't have to lock your
guns, but you know children
inevitably get into your things.
It's just something children
do. For kids, there is an interest,
fascination or mystique surrounding guns. If they have
watched television for more
than 10 minutes of their life,
they know what a gun is and,
yes, it is fascinating, so kids will
get into them.
Guns are so common among
the images on television I guarantee you cannot channel surf
for more than 10 minutes without finding one.
It only took me three minutes
on the boob tube to see someone wildly brandishing a
firearm.
The whole point here is that
kids are not responsible enough
to buy a gun. They are obviously not adults and shouldn't be
around them unsupervised.
Hence, there is the need for you
to be proactively responsible
about your firearms because a
child isn't an adult, isn't responsible and can't buy a gun for a
good reason.
Now you, on the other hand,
can. So if you have children, or
kids are in your household, it
should be your responsibility to
keep it away from them.
If you don't want to demonstrate the responsibility that
comes with owning a gun then
fine, be stupid.
Just don't cry or complain
when you make the evening

Gun·control
endangers
Americans

Christopher
Moyer
is a junior
from Louisa, Ky.

news because you daughter
popped herself or her childhood
best friend on accident.

&In Crinl Flds
·Miong 26lndustrialized nations. 86 per·
cent of gun deaths among children under
the aqe of 15 occurred in the U.S.

c

·Contrary to belief$ s.ome children pos·
sess the physkal strength to fire semi·
automatic hand guns Including - 25 per·
cent.H year olds. 70 percent of 5·6 year
olds. 90 percent 7·8 year olds.
·Taxpayers pay more than 85 percent of
medical costs for treatment of firearm
related Injuries.
·In a lQ-year span. 633 law enforcement
officers were feloniously killed by
firearms in the u.s~ ahandgun was the
murder weapon in 78 percent {492 vic·
tims) of those murders; of the remainder.
rifles killed 106 officers and shot9uns
killed ~5.
·While handguns account for only 1/3 of
all firearms owned in the U.S., they
account for more than 2/3 of all firearm·
related deaths each year.
·Every two years more Americans die
from firearm Injuries than the total num·
ber of American soldiers killed ifuring the
eight-year Vietnam War.
Source· \llolenceprevenllonlllstitute.orQ

1 ..-

The single biggest threat to
American freedom is the disarming of Jaw-abiding citizens. Yes,
taking away our guns leaves us at
the mercy of criminals, but even
more importantly, taking away our
guns leaves us at the mercy of our
own government.
Murderers are willing to throw
away their Uves to hurt people, so
you can't stop them by taking
away any single means of violence. They kill however they can,
whether with guns or by ramming
a ballpoint pen into someone's ear.
Uo we outlaw)ballpoint pens
because they might possibly be
misused? When you take away
law-abiding citizens' defenses,
criminals no longer fear their victims, crime rises and black market
gun-trading skyrockets.
Former criminals consistently
say the biggest deterrent is fear
that a victim might be armed.
When Congress passes laws taking
guns away from law-abiding citizens, our government makes the
job of criminals easier because
criminals don't obey laws. That
makes sense, right? What will
criminals have to fear when they
know that we are (by law)
defenseless?
Outlawing guns because of any
number of school shootings is like
outlawing ftre hydrants be'c ause
criminals keep kicking old ladies
into them; we think we're safe
from being kicked into things, but
what happens when there's a flre?
Only teaching respect for guns and
gun training can eliminate misuse.

Hovis
is a graduate student
from Madisonville, Ky.
We must build a nation that
respects life. not one that is merely defenseless against people who
don't.
Even more important than protection from criminals is our ability to protect ourselves from a corrupt government; the second
amendment protects every other
right we have. The 4,000 juvenile
gun-related deaths per year are
outweighed by the threat of government-instituted dictatorships
created by disarming citizens. It's
easy to control those you don't
fear (but who fear you). What if
British militia had succeeded in
disarming American colonists
before the Revolutionary War?
Citizens have rights and oftenignored responsibilities. Our foremost responsibility is to never
submit to an abusive government.
When we give up our right to bear
arms, American freedom is dead.
We then live in a police state at the
mercy of any policies enacted, and
when governments answer to no
one, what policies do you think
they will enact? Our president
already has the legal power, under
executive orders 10,990 to 11,921,
to take away every right we have
at any time. Look it up. What's
stopping him? Maybe it's the fact
that we can still fight back. But not
for long.
Was it paranoia to fear our government would imprison innocent
Japanese-American citizens? Sure.
Then it happened in WWII. During the Hurricane Katrina aftermath in 2005, legally-registered
firearms were seized illegally from
citizens by our government.
Those in power prefer to keep it.
Disarming citizens is a simple way
to do that.
Hitler believed he was making
Germany a better place. A government that takes away our guns will
believe the same thing. Clearly,
meaning well is not the same as
doing well. Do you really think our
American government is immune
to human nature?
The day our government takes
away our guns is the day it no
longer answers to us. What is our
recourse then? Protest in front of
tanks?
How long will protest last when
the government starts flring shots.
especially in a nation that believes
in convenience and comfort over
personal responsibility and vigi·
lance? When our government
takes away our guns and has no
reason to fear us, our only "redress
of grievances" will be in front of a
firing squad.

Agroup of The Murray State Newsstaff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.
Robin
Phelps

Staff
writer

News
Editor

Martm

Alaina
Zanin
Opinion
Editor

is something that scares you?
"Spiders. They are so small,
they can be anywhere and
.YOU never know. I'm always
afraid a spider will be in a
shirt or something and when I
put it on, it will bite me."

"I always have this
sneaking suspicion that some
stranger's going to be lurking in a
corner, pop out and shoot me."

Dealing with Mom and
Dad after high school

Eric

Inside the Office

Ric~

..........,ncu ~

"I'm scared of being mauled by
a dog when f•m out running on
country roads by myself ...
but since that actually did
happen, I don't think it
is an irrational fear."

1

1

Whether it was driving the family car
before I got my license,
sneaking out of the
house at all hours of
the night or climbing
on the roof at the age of
12, you could say I was
a somewhat rebellious
child.
Alaina
There were regular
Zan in
yelling matches in the
Zanin household as I
progressed through my adolescence.
1 remember, at the age of 17, counting
down the days until I could go off to col·
lege and be on my own.
Oh sweet, sweet freedom.
But my relationship with my parents
changed so much after I went off to college, it is barely recognizable.
Looking back, I know they had my best
interests at heart. They were just trying to
bestow some last-minute knowledge and
logic upon me before I had to make adult
decisions. But, trying to explain that to a
17-year-old would have been pointless.
Obviously college students go through
tons of changes throughout their four-plus
years of school, but sometimes we don't
realize our relationships with our parents
do as well. With the Thanksgiving holiday
on the horizon, let's take a minute to
reflect on how college students and parents can communicate better in hopes of
avoiding those unpleasant yelling matches.
• Parents: Don't give orders
This is just an all around bad idea. Suggesting is always better than telling. Your
son or daughter has been able to make
decisions about who they hang out with,
how late they stay up and what activities
they are going to partake in for the last
several months. They arc technically
adults - even if you are still paying the
bills. That 11:30 p.m. curfew is going to
seem like a joke.
• Students: Make time for family
Getting in a little quality family time
when you go home can go along way to
please the parental units. They might not
care so much about that D on your midterm if you grace them with your presence.
You're their baby and they miss you, so
give them a little face time.
• Parents: Give a little credit
lf your kids haven't flunked out of
school, racked up huge credit card bills,
been incarcerated or gotten kicked out of
the dorms, they are probably doing a pretty good job of being responsible while living on their own. This behavior shouldn't
go unrecognized or unrewarded. Being a
full-time student can be hard, and you
should be their biggest cheerleader, not
their biggest critic. College kids may seem
like they have it all together on the outside,
but confidence about their future may be
lacking. Parental support can go along way
to ease their feau.
• Students: Recognize the sacrifices
Many times student don't think about
bow them being in college affects their
parents. Obviously there is a financial burden if they are helping with tuition. But,
you're here, aren't you? They have also set
you up for success your whole life,
whether it was taking you to soccer practice, violin lessons or staying up late with
you to flnish your homework. As college
students, no one is there anymore to pack
our lunches or do a load of laundry. We
should now have the hindsight to sec how
much our parents really were there for us
every step of the way.
• Parents: AU you have left is advice
Remember, while your kids arc away at
school they are dictating what happens to
their lives. It's time to cut the cord and
realize sometimes kids have to learn the
hard way. Put in your two cents and back
off; otherwise they'll never learn from
their mistakes.
• Students: Sometimes Mom does know
best
As much we hate to admit it, our parents
do know a thing or two about life. They
might just have a little more insight than
you think. Don't be afraid to ask for help,
that's why they'll always be your parents.
Just remember that everyone needs a little time to adjust to their son or daughter
becoming an adult.
Cut your parents a little slack. They
remember when you took your first steps
and now they have less and less say in how
you run your life. Parents, just let go, trust
that you've taught them all they need to
know and they'll be just nne.
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

-

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Challenge evaluates Art Sale benefits globe
nege student ':no' e
Charlotte Kyle

Assistant Features Editor

~o

Sometimes it takes a village
to find unique gifts: Ten Thousand Villages, to be exact.
As part of International Education Week, the Study Abroad
Taffler said Murray State was also
Office is bringing a craft show
encouraged to participate in the Challenge
featuring handcrafted products
by Kentucky's Campus Compact, an organi·
from all over the world. Ten
zation involving both pubic and private uni·
Thousand Villages wlll set up 8
versities by educating students on how to
a.m. -10 p.m. Monday and Tuesbecome well-informed, active citizens.
day at the Curris Center rock·
"Campus Compact supports engagement
ing chair lounge.
activities, especially service learning,"
According to the Web site,
Taffler said. "They are all about getting stutenthousandvillages.com, the
dents, faculty and staff engaged and make
nonprofit fair trade organizathe world a better place."
tion markets handcrafted prodMurray State students can access the
ucts made by artisans from
Campus Votes Challenge survey on Racermore than 130 artisan groups in
Net. Students are asked for their university
36 countries.
name, if they are registered to vote and if
"As one of the world's oldest
they voted in this years' election.
and largest fair trade organiza·
Students are given the option to allow the
tions, Ten Thousand Villages
Challenge to do follow up research by pro·
has spent more than 60 years
viding their name, birth date and address
cultivating long-term buying
where they are registered to vote. This
relationships in which artisans
allows the Tisch College to verify their sur·
receive a fair price for their work
vey results.
The survey will remain on RacerNet until 1 and consumers have access to
unique gifts from around the
Nov. 30.
world," the Web site said.
Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.cridcr@m!Jrraystate.edu.
There are more than 160

Y~

~

Amanda Crider
Staff writer

This year's presidential election brought
many discussions about the young adult and
college student vote. Now. there is a nationwide attempt to uncover some hard data on
if young voters participated in the election.
The Campus Votes Challenge is an initiative headed up by the Jonathan M. Tisch
College of Citizenship and Public Service.
According to their Web site, activecitizen.tufts.edu, the Challenge's purpose is to
determine voter turnout rates among undergraduate college students and encourage
universities to interest their .students.
Coordinator for Service Learning and
Civic Engagement, Robin Taffler said Murray State is participating in the Campus
Votes Challenge to get an idea if undergraduate students are voting.
"We thought this was something that
would be worthwhile," Taffler said. "What
this will help do is give a snapshot, or a percentage of how energized young voters
were."

retail stores across North
America, and the group also sets
up at festivals and universities.
Jennifer Dickey, education
abroad advisor, said this is the
frrst time Ten Thousand Vii!ages has visited Murray State.
She chose to contact them after
looking up their Web site.
There is a store in Nashville.
Tenn., Dickey said, but bringing
the festival to campus "gives students and faculty the opportuni·
ty to participate in (fair trade}."
Dickey said she hopes students will take this opportunity
to learn something new.
"Basically, it's raising awareness for the communities," Dickey said. "[t'll be a really great
thing for students to come in
and check things out and also
be able to help out at the same
time."
Dickey said it is important for
students and the community to
learn how fair trade works.
"The artisans make the products and the company sells it in
order to return to the profits to
the individuals and villages,"
Dickey said. "It provides a sta·
ble source of income for the vii-

lages
and
communities
involved with it."
According to the Web site,
Ten Thousand Villages is a
member of both the Internationa! Fair Trade Association
and the Fair Trade Federation.
"Many artisans tell (Ten
Thousand Villages) that fair
trade brings them much more
than regular work and fair pay,"
the Web site said. "They begin
to see hope for the future, earn
dignity and respect in their
community and experience joy
in being able to provide for
their families."
Dickey said this week will
consist of "a huge calendar of
events" to bring awareness to
international education - Ten
Thousand Villages is only a
small part of that.
Said Dickey: "It's important
for students to see how we're
doing our part to support fair
trade at Murray State."
See the calendar below for a
full schedule of International
Education Week events.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached
at charrlotte.kyle@murraystate.
edu.

This week: International Education Week Schedule of Events
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•U &DL A Taste of Australian Mathe-matics: Curtis Center Ohio Room;
end• at U:30 a;m.
•D=45 LGL Semester in Regensburg.
Gertnany Information Session &
J:'bza LUnch: Cwris Ceatel' Cumtierland Room: ends at J p.m.
•2 p.m. Health Care Ex~iences:
International Perceptions: Curris
Center Barkley R.o()m; endi at 3 p.m.
•3 p.m. UfeJtyle of Health and Sustainability in Germany; Currls Center
Mississippi RoOm: ends at 3:30 p.m.
•3:30 p.m. Jntei'D8bip$ Aa>road: Workiog, Living and Leaming tn ~
Curris Center Obio .Room; ends at '5 p.m.
•5 p.-. E'!lfOpe in Transition: Two
Cuttent IsSUes in tbe EUropean Union

•8 &DL Ten Thousand Villages Sale:
Curris Center Roclc:ing Chair Lounge;
ends at 10 p.m.
•10:30 a.m. WesCMeets East: Comparisons and Contrasts: CUrTis Center
Mississippi Room; ends at ll:30 a.m.
•2 p.m. Effects of Corruption on S~
Saharan Africa; Curtis Center Barkley
Room: ends at 3 p.m.
•4 p.m. WEEP for Southern Sudan;
Curris Center Barkley Room; ends at
4:30p.m.
•6 p.m. Phi Beta Delta 1Dduction &
Dinner: Curris Center Ballroom bv
invitation only

Frida
•D L11L Civic Engagement: •Be the
Change" and tbe Backpack Program:
Curris Center Barkley Room: ends at
noon
·~ p.m. Bwldins Biblio~

Bridges in BulSO'ria: Do European and
American Ubrarians Have Anything
to Say to Each Other?; CUtris Center
Barkley Room: ends at 1 p.m.
•1 p.m. Student's Perspectives on the
Effect of Globalization on the Economy; Curtis Center Mitsissippi Room;
ends at 1:30 p.m.
•1:30 p.m. Emesto Lec:uooa: PQpular
Classics for Piano; Curns Center
Small Ballroom: endS at 2 p.m.

A. •constitution" for Europe?: Curris
Center Mississippi Room: ends at
6:30p.m.
•5 p.m. The lligltt in France in the
IMt for9'. ~.~...
roller or~~
ter MississipPi ltoo~~~t ends at 6:30
p.m.
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Sports Editor: Alison Mugler
Assistant Sports Editor: Tim MacAllister
·Phone: 809-4481

occer
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer

-.
.---

Murray State's soccer team watched its 2008 season end in a
heartbreaking 5-4 shootout loss to Morehead State University
Friday in the semi-final round of the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament.
The Racers, who led the OVC from the beginning of conference play, ended their season with a 12-5-3 record. The two conference matches, in which Murray State suffered losses, were
against the now-OVC champions, Morehead State.
"I wanted to create a team that plays good soccer," Head
Coach Beth Acreman said. "Unfortunately, it ended the way it
did. Morehead State is an aggressive team that plays direct. I like
to play combination soccer. We're used to putting the ball down,
and it's hard to play with someone who is the opposite of you."
Friday's cool and windy weather was draining on both teams
as they rallied back and forth in an intense game.
Morehead State was the first on the board after 13 minutes of
play when Erin Adams sailed a free kick in from the center of the
field. Murray State freshman rnidfielder Sophie Hargreaves took
advantage of a penalty kick. sending the ball into the corner of
the net 28:40 into the game.
The remainder of the first half and the beginning of the second
half was fast-pace play including an abundance of defensive
pressure from both teams as they formed walls to keep the ball
from penetrating the box. Both teams recorded more than 20
fouls throughout the game, with three yellow cat:ds issued as
well.
With 18 minutes remaining in regulation, Murray State pulled
ahead, 2-1. Sophomore forward Kalli McCoy executed a goal,
easing past Eagle goalkeeper Lily Meisner, who accumulated 13
saves on the day. Hargreaves tallied the assist.
Five minutes later, Morehead State's Devan Jordan, assisted by
Jillian Birchmeier, caught the Murray State defense off-guard,
sinking the ball into the back of the net.
Although Murray State outshot Morehead State 29-12, the
game remained at a 2-2 standstill through the rest of regulation
and continued through 20 minutes of overtime play. As a result,
the game was determined by a shootout in which each team
would send their best kickers to alternate, going one-on-one
with the opposing team's goalie.
The shootout went neck-and-neck until Morehead State's second-string goalkeeper put the ball in the net, bringing the Eagles
to a 5-4 shoo tout victory. Morehead State moved on to the championship game Sundaf,l Wh&e it defeated UT Martin.
''A shoot-out situation is horrible for players," Acrcman said.
"They played as a team for 110 minutes, and then it all came
down to one person. (Meisner's) saves were not a surprise, but
we have the best keeper in the conference. The game comes
down to nothing more than putting the ball in the net."
. Nov. 6, the Ali-OVC honors were awarded, many of which are
going to Murray State. Acreman was named the Brine OVC
Coach of the Year. while sophomore goalkeeper Tara Isbell
received OVC Defensive Player of the Year and All-OVC First
Team honors after her efforts this season.
· Joining Isbell on the All-OVC First Team are the senior co~ptains, forward Rebekah Clay and defender Melisa Curry, as
well as sophomore midfielder Katie Wilson.
In addition, Hargreaves was designated to the All-OVC Second Team and freshmen defender Veronika Pribyslavska and
forward Rachel Wright earned placement on the AII-OVC Newdarner Team.
I "This team is a fantastic group of girls," Acreman said. "I'm
~appy with where the program is going. We're only as good as
tile players we have, and we wece lucky with a senior class of
~eat leaders who attributed to this season."
Elizabeth
Johnson
can
be
reached
at
~Jizabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.
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Photos by Elaine KighVThe News

Senior forward Rebekah Clay battles with a Morehead defender Nov. 7 during the semi-final game of the OVC tournament

acers outlast Redhawks, face off at Eastern

Tim MacAllister
A;ssistant Sports Editor
: It is almost impossible to win a football game
without running the football.
' This held true when the Racer defense held
the Southeastern Missouri Redhawks to just
four yards rushing in a 17-10 win.
' The Racers struck first on a 26-yard fieldgt>al from freshman kicker Kienan Cullen after
a:J4 play, 66-yard drive by the Racer offense.
1'he remainder of the first half was a defensive
slugfest for both teams, both having their share
of mistakes in the coming drives. The Racers'
n,ext drives ended in a missed field goal, a lost
ft\IDble and a turnover on downs.
• The Redhawks did their share to keep the
game even with two punts, a fumble and an
interception. At the half, the two teams went to
the locker room with the Racers leading 3·0. At
the half the Redhawks had amassed 51 yards,
while the Racers put up 82 yards in a defensive
s~rugglc.

, The special teams showed up early in the
second half for the Racers. Junior wide receiver Derrick Townsel fielded a punt at his own
36-yard line and weaved his way 64 yards to
the endzone. His return was the frrst punt
r~turn for a touchdown sirice the 2005 season.
"That was just blocks," Townsel said. "All
blocks. If I didn't have anyone blocking, there
would have been 11 guys piled on top of me. It
was all to the punt return team."
It was the defense that set up the final score
for the Racers mid-way through the third quarth. Senior linebacker Tamar Butler picked off
SEMO quarterback Matt Schieble and returned
it: nine yards to the SEMO 33-yard·line.
~ Racer sophomore quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt

f

i

The Redhawks showed life in the fourth
quarter when Doug Spada got them on the
board with a field goal. The Racers were forced
to punt on their next possession but SEMO·
blocked the punt and got the ball back on the
Murray State 5-yard line.
SEMO's Timmy Holland put the game back ·
within reach when he scored two plays late\:.;
The Racers were able hold onto the ball but:
had to punt it away with 90 seconds left. Tlie:
punt was downed at the one yard-line and with;
less than a second left, the Redhawks had the:
ball at midfield. With the drama at its pinnade:
on the last play of the game, there were no;
Doug Flu tie heroics, but defensive lineman:
Austen Lane did have a huge sack on theSchieble. Lane flnished with 35 sacks, sending.
the Redhawks back 43 yards.
"When it was third and long and second and
long, 1 just used my speed to my advantage,_" ·
·Lane said. "And just took what the offense gave:
me. We had four guys playing their butts off, so·
we all benefited from it."
-~.:
The Racers travel to Eastern Kentucky Uiii-:
versity this week to take on Eastern KentucKY.:The Colonels currently hold a share of the":
OVC lead at 5-l and are one o£ the hotteSt:
teams in the FCS, according to ovcsports.coili:
The Colonels have won five straight and are
coming off their second bye of the season..
They've had two weeks to prepare for the
ers.
"They have been very consistent throughout
the year," Head Coach Matt Griffm said. "That
coupled with the fact that they haven't turned
it over a whole lot again this year-that makes
them a good offense: Efficiency."

Rae·:

Elaine Kight/The News

Sophomore wide receiver Marcus Harris evades a Redhawk defender in the Racer's 17-10 win over Southeast
Missouri State. Harris and the Racer offense put up over 220 yards throuoh the air.
completed two passes for 23 yards and Charlie
Jordan scored two plays later from six yards

out. The Racers now held a 17-0 lead going into
the fourth quarter.

Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timotby.macallister@murraystate.edu.
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The Great

Outdoor

Each week. The News will pick some of the top plays in Racer athletics. To submit aplay for consideration
in Hot Shots, contact Alison Mugler at alisonmugle~urraystate.edu.
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Stories reveal level of
sportsmanship
·' J

.-

~·

ElainE' Krght/7/w N1•1\ ~

Rrck Burres/The News

------··

(Left) Freshman libero Kayleah Sauer and (riCJht) setter Jade Guo earned
all OVC honors for the second week in a row. Sauer Is averagl09 more
than five digs per set against conference opponents while Guo is averag·
ing about 10 assists per set this year.

~

Elarnc Ki.ghi/The News

I Junior wide receiver Derrick-Townsel received OVC specialist of the week honors for his perfor·

imance in Saturday's victory.over Southeast Missouri StateUniversity. Townsel earned this by tak·

I~ng a punt 64 yards f~r a touchdown.

Elaine l<ighi/Tiie. News

Defensive lineman Austen Lane earned defensive player of the week after
recording 3.5 sacks. seven total tackles, one quarterback hurry and a
fumble recovery. Lane is currently the OVC leader In sacks.

· e travels to ackson
Will Pinkston
• Staff writer
The Murray State rifle team will he;1d to Jack,sunville, Al<t., this weekend to compete against
! .SI.lme of the nat ion's premier rifle teams in the
I annual Gamecock Invitational hosted by the
l tacksonville Stnte Gamecocks.
l ln the past few years, with rifle teams such as
;Jacksonville State Univt!rsity, Birmingham·
, Southern University and Tennessee Tech Uni: vcrsity having made appearances in the lnvita·
; tiona!.
"Anytime thc_rc are t_w o OVC teams together at
~,.. tournament, tt's a btg deal for us because we
know the competition will be there," Head Coach
: Allan Lollar said. ''We e....:pect the competition to
: be good and you have to be ready every week
~ 'When competing against OVC teams."
~
The past twu years the Murray Statc rifle team
r has competed in the Gamecock Invitational, it
has boiled down to the Racers and the Game·
cocks emerging as the front runners in the closIng.
, In the 2006 Invitational, Murray State finished
: in second to Jttcksonville State by an aggregate
: total of 4 ,600, compnreJ to Jacksonville State's
1
4,677. The 2007 Gamecock Invitational was even
closer, with tlu~ competition concluding in a tie
between Murray State and Jacksonville State,
: with both teams having an aggregate total score
: uf 4,579. It is this competitive trend between
: these two te:mt which fuels the fire for this year's
: tournament.
"Last year we wt!nl down there and competed
real well," Lollar said. "That team, that weekend,
• figured out that it had a good chance and we
: ended up coming out and having a good second
: hall: We came very close to qualifying from that
; Jllatch and thnt could very well happen this year."
; The shooters and coaches both know the diffi, l ulty of coming out of Jacksonville Statt: with a
win.
' "Shooting at Jacksonville State is always a
tough match," junior Kasey Meyer said. uHope-

t,

1
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Immanuel Lutheran
Church
comer of 15th and Main
Across from Sparks Hall

Elaine Kighl/flu • News

Amember of the rifle team lines up his shot during a
home match Sunday against Nebraska.
fully we'll go down there and everything will turn
out well for us."
The Gamecocks will enter into thl· invit<ttional
8·0 (4·0 conference) with momentum. coming off
a win against Tennessee Tech last weekend
where two Jacksonville State shooters scored
personal bests.
The Racers, however, arc looking to break
Jacksonville State's momentum this weekend and
nrc working ha~;d to get their team shooting at the
top of their game for the invitational.
"I look forward to this chance; we've got some

Messages
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Church Website
mmanuel-lutheran.faithweb.com
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FM 92.1
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individuals that are ready and you just need four
of them coming together on the same day," Lollar
said. "That's really been our issue, just getting
the right four together on the right day, and when
that happens, this team will do some very special
things."
Murray Stnte is coming off a weekend loss to
the Nebraska Cornhuskers, where the Corn·
huskers were able to rout the Racers with an
aggregate total of 4,602·4.541. For Murray State,
Kasey Meyer shot a 585 air and a 576 smallbore.
Junior Harley Jette shot a 580 in air, while fresh·
man Apryl Meares shot n 567 in air and a 560 in
smallhmc.
"Arryl Me:tres has been working really hard
and I'm very proud to sec her improve this week·
end," Lollar said.
Meyers hopes she can improve upon her per·
forma nee against Nebraska in th coming weeks.
"I shot pretty good and I'm really happy with
how I did against Nebraska," Meyers said. "As a
team, we shot pretty well. We're just trying to
improve every week."
This weekend's match against Nebraska also
saw the return of former Murray State shooter
and previous Racer head coach, Morgan Hicks,
now the head coach for Nebraska.
"We were really happy to be able to make it
work for (Nt·braska) to be able and come to shoot
here," Lollar said. "She docs u great job with her
team and they're always really competitive."
With the Gamecock Invitational shaping up as
another great match against top OVC rifle teams.
Lollar said he is very optimistic about his team
and how they'll shoot this weekend.
''I think we'll go down there and compete
weli,"I.oll:Jr said. "One thing about this team that
I've really been impressed with is how bard this
Murray State team works. I don't think there's
ever been a team that's worked this hard and
hard work is normally rewarded sooner or later;
last year the Gamecock Invitational was the turn·
ing point for us."

Will Pinkston can be reached
william.pinkston@murmystntc.edu.
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Steve Miller can be reached ''at
stcven.miller@murraystate.edu.
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

1o a.m. Sunday

Rev. Dr. Chad Foster
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Imagine I showed you a picture of tWo
deer. One is a fairly decent buck, may~~
six pointer. The other is a massive 14pointer that earns a spot in the record
books. No doubt you would consider the
bigger of the two deer as the most impressive, but what if I
told
the
story
behind the two
hunts.
The smaller deer
was taken on public
land, with a recurve
bow, a practice that
is quickly becoming
a lost art thanks to
Steve
modern bow techMiller
nology. The hunter
scouted that deer Outdoor colu~t
for months, through
,
cold weather, rain and snow before a shot
fmally presented itself. The bigger buCk
was shot on opening morning of gun season at a hunting club in the Midwest by "a
man who flew from New York City and
paid a guide to drive him to a heated blind
with more amenities than a Hilton hotel
room. He looks out the blind to see some
antlers coming to the piles of apples and
corn the "guide" arranged out in the fic:ld.
Given the details of these hunts, any
ethical hunter with a sense of sportsm~n
ship wou ld most likely agree the six·pojllt
buck to be the more prestigious of the t~o
trophies. I know I would be more proud to
tell that deer hunt story than the one t!lat
will be shipped backed to New York and
hung on an office wall.
I am not a purist by any means, b~t~I
enjoy the hunt just as much as the harvctSt.
Using my wits, first-hand whitetail knowledge to harvest a deer has always
appealed more to my sense of sportsmanship than using the latest technological
gadgetry or throwing money at a guide to
get a trophy. These days, however, there
is a slippery slope of new products and
stacked bunts that guarantee success foe a
price that seems to test the personal
ethics of tnae sportsmen. Gadgets ~
trail cams, scent dispensers and CSI-like
hemoglobin sprays to assist in tracking
wounded animals are a few "must hav~s"
for the non·disceming hunter. Sure no.o e
of these products guarantee success, .qut
is it fair to the deer? And where do ~
draw the line on "fair" hunting.
Exploring this grey area raises the hot
topic of "baiting." Baiting consists of setting up a buffet of apples. com, salt·lic,ks
or other attractants so deer become
almost trained to visit the bait piles regularly. While many states outlaw the practice of baiting, it is not because of ethical
hunting reasons, but because bait piles
have the tendency to spread diseases
among the herd. In the states where it<is
allowed, it is widely used.
How about exploring the ethics of buying your next trophy from an outfitter or
a guide? This is a b ig business. Yet, som~
bow, showing up to a private land po,d
pulling the trigger is not appealing to m~.
Did you really outsmart that deer? I don't
think so. You bought that deer, plain and
simple.
·
Consider this • on the extreme enc:J qf
the ethical debate is what is called
"canned" hunting. This is how it works:
The so-called "hunters" make arrange·
ments with "preserves" and order the animal of the day. It could be behemoth
whitetails, elk, exotic cape buffalos, even
leopards and tigers. Then. in exchange for
a large sum of money, predator and prey
go head-to·head on fenced-in property.
Sometimes the animals are even drugged
or tranquilized. Not long after, the cus·
tomer is taking pictures with a captivitybred dead animal. Smiling like he ju~t
climbed Mt. Everest.
~
All sportsmen have a little voice that
tells us when we are abOut to step ov~r
the line of right or wrong, fair or foul. We
may not all draw the line in precisely the
same place, but we know when w~'re
about to cross it. The danger of rapid
advances of technology is that they can
blur this line. Perhaps we should stop and
consider how the innovations we personally employ when hunting influence our
positions relative to the line.
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~er welcomes......,.s-y

~ A.dam Sandler and
\yife Jackie, have
'welcomed their sec'ond ·daughter.
•.• ·A· posting on San'dler's Web site confirmed Sunny MadelipE;_, was born Nov.
2, •
.The
statement
saic!: "Everyone is
happy and healthy."
Adam
· The. couple marriec! in 2003. Their
Sandler
d;iughter Sadie was
born in May 2006.
·, Sjindler, 42, recently starred in the
comedy "Don't Mess With The Zohan."

Paducah opens new ice skating rink

Laura Casla
Staff writer

The Western Kentucky region has many
entertainment opportunities: RSEC events,
movie theaters, quaint restaurants and now
an ice skating rink.
The Paducah Ice Rink opens today in
downtown Paducah, Ky., at 121 Jefferson St.
in the Farmer's Market parking lot. It is the
only attraction like it, with the nearest rinks
in Owensboro, Ky., and Nashville. Tenn.,
according to the Web site paducahky.gov.
...... .-.Mark Thompson, parks services
director, said he received a flier
about the outdoor rink opening in Owensboro and decided to investigate it as a
prospective opportunity for the Paducah
area. He spoke to Steve Doolittle, executive
director of Paducah's Renaissance
Alliance: LowerTown and
Downtown, about the possibilIty of opening a similar, temporary ice-skating rink.
Both enlisted the help of their 11-year-old
daughters to test Owensboro's
rink and concluded it
would be beneficial to open
an outdoor
rink

Sp;..'

IOD out of tbe hospital
· , Britney Spears' youngest son was
reieased from a Mississippi hospital after
treatment for a reaction.
According to an update on Spears' Web
~ite 1 2-year-old Jayden James left the
. Southwest Mississippi Regional Medical
Center and is doing fine.
, A representative for the Spears' family
said }ayden was admitted Sunday after
having "a reaction to something he

in~sted."

:.. :T~e hospital is near Spears' home in
Kentwood, La., where the singer was
'repOrtedly staying with family. Representatives for Spears and her family did not
immediately return messages left Tuesday.
. : St'C!ars and ex-husband Kevin Federline
·are.also parents to 3-year-old Sean PreS fop.
.Sp~eea appears in food

bank ad

.Qruce

Spring6~e~n wants
to
inake sure one bank
.-emains solvent:
tpe
Community
.~P~.P. Bank of New
~er~ey.
.
The singer will
appear in a newspapq- ad for the
~t~te's largest food

.-

base and freezes. Once this water is frozen;
another layer of water is sprayed on top and
freezes. This process is repeated until at least
three inches of ice is built up. This amount
allots room for any melting due to warming
since western Kentucky weather is somewhat
unpredictable.
Thompson said the majority of the money
for the rink bas come from city funds. The
city of Paducah allotted up to $125,000 for
the construction; opening and maintenance
of the rink. Also, Thompson said some funds
have come from private sponsorships.
While money is a problem for many families this holiday season. Thompson said he
and other officials wanted to keep the prices
reasonable so people from all economic statuses could take advantage of this new attraction.
"We want to bring a lot of people to downtown Paducah." said Thompson.
General admission for adults and children
is $S and includes skates. Mondays are desianated Dollar Days with $1 admission and
skate fees for two-hour sessions.
Besides skating, people can enjoy the concessions stand, which will offer a variety of
foods such as hamburgers, hot dogs and hot
chocolate.
Arnie Clark, recreations specialist for Paducah Parks, said they are still hiring for the
staff. Needed are skate guards and mangers.
For more information and an application.
contact People Plus at 27()-4.42-JOBS.
Laura Cash can be reached at

laura.cash@murraystate.edu.

b~

Bruce
,: SRringsteen has
been a ·supporter of Springsteen
the food bank for 23
year.s. often donating proceeds from concerts or encouraging fans to bring food
donations to his shows. This is the fJ.rSt
tim~ he's lent his image to the anti-hunger
,c'ampaign.
. ~l'he food bank assists charities serving
i~-million people each year.

season.
From there, Thompson
presented his idea to city
officials. who agreed with
Thompson's ideas and
allowed him tO' continue
with the plans. Thompson said he put
prospective companies through the bid
process - a process in
which the company
offering the best bid
gets the job. Magic
Ice USA. Inc., of
Miami, Fla., won the
bidding war and on
Nov. 6 started preparations for making the ice
skating rink.
NCoils underneath chill
to about five degrees
Fahrenheit," Thompson said.
He said the 120-feet by so-feet
oval-shaped rink sits on a sand
base and water is sprayed over the

CYf'U invites ftnt ldds to Disney lilt
• '(he Obama daughters are welcome on
tbe,Set of NHannah Montana."
• Any talk that 10-year-old Malia and 7ye~r~old Sasha are likely to appear on the
pppl}lar Disney Channel show seems to
be just talk, mostly from Billy Ray Cyrus,
father of "Hannah Montana" star Miley

Gnus.
He told "Access Hollywood" on Monday the young daughters of Presidentelect Barack Obama and his wife,
Michelle, would "probably" be appearing
on the show.
, The 47-year-old country singer said he
, expected the guest shots to take place
;next spring.
; The Obama camp could not confirm
:any invitation.

.. .
;Faa

foand dead outside Abdul's home

: A Paula Abdul fan, whose failed audi;tion for "American Idol" aired in season
;five, was found dead in a car near the
;hoine of the pop star, authorities said
:wednesday.
: Police indicated that Paula Goodspeed,
;whose rendition of "Proud Mary" was
;criticized by Simon Cowell and rejected
:by Abdul and Randy Jackson. bad possi'bly committed suicide. said Ed Winter.
assistant chief of the Los Angeles County
Department of Coroner. An official cause
of death was not yet determined.
1
"l am deeply shocked and saddened at
'what transpired yesterday," Abdul said in
1
a statement released by her publicist, Jeff
~B~_ll!lfd. "My heart and prayers go out to
her family."

··-·-
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International students experience holiday season with traditional Thanksgiving dinner
AsbleeCobb
Staff writer
On Nov. 27, many Murray State students will sit
down for a hearty meal
with their families. But for
international students who
cannot afford to make a
long trip home for a short
American holiday. Murray
State is here to help.
Richard Fritz, director of
Food Services, bas partnered with Institute of
International
Studies
Director Michael Basile to
ensure international students have a positive
Thanksgiving celebration
by hosting a traditional
Thanksgiving dinner at
Winslow Dining Hall and

encouraging American students to invite international students to their homes
for celebration.
Winslow is bringing a
traditional feast to Murray
State
including
such
favorites as turkey, dressing and pumpkin pie.
"Thanksgiving dinner is
a tradition (here at Murray
State)," Linda Hollingsworth,
Winslow Manager said.
NTbis year we will be doing
a traditional menu like we
have always done, but we
are going to be serving our
dinner buffet-style, similar
to our Sunday brunches.
We want to get the students into the mindset of. I
want to go home, and I am
ready for Thanksgiving."

The Thanksgiving feast
at Murray State is not only
something students tend to
enjoy, but faculty and staff
as well, Hollingsworth said.
"Everything we do here
at Winslow, we really want
feedback
on
it,"
Hollingsworth said. "Part
of our responsibility is to
please the majority and
also try to accommodate as
many requests as possible.
We always want feedback.
Do people like the desert
station or the d~cor?"
Not only is Food Services
providing a traditional
meal for the holidays,
Winslow is also giving
away turkeys to students
who gladly welcome international students home for

Thanksgiving break.
wwe have had a good
response, via the Institute
for International Studies,
from faculty and staff who
are interested in hosting
students for this meal,"
Fritz said via e-mail.
International students
will have a chance to learn
more about America.
"Two-thirds of students
go home and a third stays."
Basile said. "Since many
Murray State students are
going home, this is a great
idea for international students to learn about American culture and customs
over a holiday which would
be very influential to both
parties involved...
One international stu-

dent celebrating the holiday in America is Jun Wu,
sophomore from Beijing.
Wu plans to celebrate
Thanksgiving with a friend
and his family this holiday.
"I am really e][cited
about this Thanksgiving
break." Wu said. "This is
my first Thanbgiving and I
wiU be spendins a week
with one of my American
friends and his family."
Thanksgiving
break
begins Nov. 2S and continues through Nov. 30.
Winslow
is
serving
Thanksgiving dinner from
4 - 8:30 p.m. this Wednesday.
AsiJlee Cobb an be
reM:bed at asblee.cobb@

murraystate.edu .
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Movie Review- - -- - - - -- - - - - - -

-Rudd's 'Role Models' blends vt®uity, values
Cody Arant
Staff writer
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Paul Rudd is a sneaky bastard.
"Role Models," which Rudd co-wrote. is the
ultimate psych-out. On its surface it seems like a
kid movie: Two loveable goofballs are sentenced
to 150 hours of community service at Sturdy
Wings, a mentoring group. They are assigned to
two hopeless cases and together, the four of them
learn a lot about life and stuff.
Happy kid movie, right? False. The very fir:;t
scene in the movie features Wheeler (Sean
William Scott) getting out of a car. He turns to ·
Danny (Paul Rudd) and says, "Guess what I did
last night," as he puts his fmgers under Danny's
nose. Danny flinches and says. "Dude!"
From there, the movie gets raunchy- keep in
mind I watched "Zack and Miri Make a Porno"
last weekend. There is gratuitous swearing, nudity, sexual references, much talk of boobies and
scenes of intense pretend violence.
So, yeah, all in all a great movie.
The characters in "Role Models" are all pretty
interesting. There's Danny, who hates everything; Wheeler, who loves everything; Ronnie
(Bobb'e ). Thompson), the raunchy punk who
loves boobies and Augie (Christopher Mintz·
Plasse), the live action role-playing nerd in a
cape. Throughout the course of the movie, the
characters all develop and grow in realistic man·
ncrs. They aren't static, cookie-cutter stereo!
types who just fall roles in the plot.
The secondary characters are also interesting.
There's Gayle (Jane Lynch), the founder and
head of Sturdy Wings. She used to do cocaine for
breakfast. lunch and possibly dinner. Who could
forget Martin (A.D. Miles), the nebbish volunteer
working on his fifth year at Sturdy Wings or King
Argotron (Ken Jeong), lord of the nerds? These
characters don't really develop, but they do fulfill
their cookie-cutter stereotypes marvelously.
Another interesting aspect was the bromance
betwixt Danny and Wheeler. Danny stubbornly
insists that he and Wheeler are just co-workers.
Wheeler, however, considers Danny his best
friend. The two frequently play off of each other,
setting each other up for jokes.
Speaking of. the performances of both Scott
and Rudd are excellent. Scott finally transcends
Stiffler, his character from "American Pie." He
delivers his lines with actual comedic timing. He

Nicholas Sparks.
Jane Austin and Nora
Roberts all did it; they
crafted some of · the
best known literary
love
in
history.
November marks
National Novel Wtifing Month, and ' i've
already crafted cbe
first three chapters·of
my
own
(nonromance genre) novel
for my Advanced Creative Writing Workshop.
Until recently, I considered genre writ·
ing of any category cheap. While romance
novels fall into the category of genre fiction, if executed successfully, they can bbld
enough literary relevancy to keep the pickiest critic satisfied.
I want to share the nuances of writiilg a
romance novel. Below are some guidelihes
J compiled to guide your endeavors. if you
In 'Role Models,' outcast Augie (Christopher Mintz-Plasse) is paired with Danny (Paul Rudd) in a mentorlng program.
so chose, to become the next Jane Austin:
while Wheeler (Seann William Scott) faces off against rambunctious Ronnie (Bobb'e J. Thompson).
• Choose your tone and market
and Rudd play off of ~ach otht.'r excellently. He
rushed. Thc entire thing is wrapped up in a sinYou may want to write the novel specif1 ically for your own personal gratification.
goes toe-to-toe with a Judd Apatow veteran,
gll' scene.
which is no small feat . Rudd, for his part. delivers
All in all. "Role Models" is a good movie. It ' Or. do you want to become one of Oprilh•s
effectively with his signature wry wit and bitter
isn't exactly the greatest thing I've ever seen, but favorites?
· ·••
cynicism. He se~ms to genuindy enjoy bdng in
I enjoyed it. It's definitely worth seeing.
• Choose the setting of your novel
· ·
the movie.
The romance can either take place on a
"Role Modds" has a runtime of99 minutes and
Who wouldn't enjoy being a movie with scenes
is rated R for crude and sexual content, strong college campus like Murray State or on a
of play-violence? Augie, played by the guy who
language and nudity.
30-hour airplane ride to Australia.
played McLovin in ''Superbad," is a sup~r-nerd.
Arant
can
be
reached
at • Create a twisty-turney plot
Cody
He plays a game called LAlRE, a form of live
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.
Boring. boring, boring. Those are the
action role-playing. For those unfamiliar with the
words you don't want a critic saying. Havidea, live action role-playing generally involves
ing your female character from a "normal"
dressing ur in play-armor, fashioning playI cookie-cutter life constitutes as botiitg
weapons and slaying each other for pretend. Seewriting. Remember, the more physiCally
ing Me Lovin running around with a foam sword
and mentally screwed up your characters
slaying fools left and right is worth the price of
I come across, the more money you ~Y
1
admission.
earn as a writer.
•• '
For the most part. "Role Models" is enjoyable.
Zero tickets: Save your cash
• Make sure the plot comes full circle • ' ;
However. the movie does suffer a bit from pacOne ticket: Only if you're bored
The opening paragraph of chapter one,
ing. It starts pretty slowly, taking a while tu get to
Two tickets: Rent it on Nctflix
whether direct or laid-back, shoula ~ tie
the point. The middle of the movie feels a bit
Three tickets: Head to the box office
somehow back together with the dosing of
drawn out, and the ending feels incredibly
Four tickets: A future classic
the last chapter. I admire Austin's work in
"Pride and Prejudice:"
Opening line of "Pride and Prejudice:"
"It is a truth universally acknowledged,
! that a single man in possession of a good
fortune must be in want of a wife."
organic, is free of growth hor-1 Last line of the closing chapter: "... a.qd
mones. The finished all-natural they were both ever sensible of the
rolls arc perfectly sized portions, 1 warmest gratitude towards the perSons
whether you choosl.! the lighter ~ Who, by brm~1lerlnto Derbyshire; had
"mini" roll-n·bakc, or the more fill- been the means of uniting them."
'
ing regular size.
• Establish romantic tenaion
·
Several guitars adorn thc walls of
As shown in "The Notebook," Noah an'd
Lazy-Lunches. Bickford has played Allie can't commit to one another because
the guitar fur several years and has of class differences and family issues.
made appearances at local bars and Their love only fully resolves itself in the
rl~staurants.
last chapter of the novel.
•· ' :
Bickford wants to eventually • Deliver some spicy scenes
•'
These scenes have the potential to cause
expand Lazy-Lunches to include a
natural juice bar, as well as a small your mother to blush. Enough said.
· ·
stage. which he ht>pes will be uti· • Give the romance a happy ending · ·
1
lizcd by local performers.
No matter the fights involving why tlie
Lazy-Lunches will be open Sun- protagonist's mother hid letters addres~ed
day from 11 p.m. - 5 p.m. for Mur- to her daughter from her lover all these
ray's annual "open house" program, I years, get the two lovers together at the
during which Bickford will provide end.
Jessica Haynes, freshman from Murray, picks up her order from owner Dale Bickford.
samples. Lazy-Lunches is open
If you're lucky enough to create a ijteiMurray State graduate who learned
account and made the decision to
from 10 a.m. - 7 p.m., Monday ary masterpiece, you might cause conservabout the negative effects of pestifocus on consuming healthier
through Friday, and from 10 a.m. - 4 ative parents to complain about what theii
cides while studying biology and
organic and natural foods. Most of
p.m. Saturday. Prices range from kids are reading in school. Good luck and
1 good writing
chemistry as an undergraduate.
the food is prepared with such
$4.50 to $7.50.
'
After giving up smoking, Bickingredients.
Kelly Mackin can be reached at
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
ford decided to take his health into
The meat, although not entirely
kelly.mackin(ii>murraystate.edu.
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
•• '
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Lazy-Lunches delivers organic, natural ingredients
KeUyMacldn
Contributing writer
The opening of -a new rcsfaurant
in Murray is always an exciting
event, so I was eager to sample the
food at Murray's newest sandwich
shop, Lazy-Lunches.
The small takeout and delivery
business. which has been open for
two months, primarily serves a few
varieties of its signature stuffed
roll, the "roll·n-bake." The roll-nbake is essentially a large, slightly
sweet dinner roll stuffed and baked
with a variety of fillings, including
meats, cheeses, vegetables and
some of owner Dale Bickford's
original fillings including stuffing.
stewed potatoes and carrots and
sun-dried tomatoes.
As an added plus. Lazy-Lunches
tries to make use of natural ingredients as much as possible, and the
shop serves natural juices and teas.
Bickford. who says he "felt a callling" to open Lazy-Lunches, is a
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MURRAY

CLASS I FI EDS

.....

Need to sell your
car?
Having a yard
sale?
Have a pet that
needs to g_o to a
good homer
Trying to rent an
apartment?
Looking
for
a
roommate?
job
Have
a
opening?
Place your classified
ad
with
The Murray State
News and reach all
of Murray_ State
either in "Friday's
paper or online at
thenews.org
Ads may be submitted in
Wilson Hall room 111,
mailed to Classifieds, clo
The Murray State News,
2609 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071
ore-mailed to
thenews@murraystate.edu
For more information
call 809-4478.
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Students produce novels in 30 days
Bee Feldhaus

.Staff writer

: : .when November rolls
around, most students are
overwhelmed with tests,
quizzes and the dreaded
:research paper. Some student~ complain about writing
five pages ~nd some have the
daunting task of 15 pages.
~ Some students, however,
~ccept the mission to write
175 pages. National Novel
WJiting Month is every
November. Once participants
sign_up, they have 30 days to
compose at least 50,000
words.
• According to the Web site,
nanowrimo.org, which takes
a whimsical approach to
novel writing, the reasons for
wrjting a novel in just one
month
are
endless.
NaNoWritMo
is
about
"quantity, not quality."
· "Make no mistake," the
Web site read, "You will be
writing a lot of crap."
:·~aNoWriMo
is
an
approach to writing that
~inbraces spontaneity. Its
sponsors include Better
Wor ld Books, Createspace,
W{iter's Digest, Moba Mingle~ ' NEO and Redroom.com.
Once one signs up to participate in forums, discussions
and other helpful resources
are opened to them.
Senior Jian Campbell from
Sulphur, Ky., has participated
in NaNoWriMo for four
years. She did not expect to
get-so involved originally.
·· "One October, my fresh·
;man year at Murray, I was
,s'uddenly coming up with
chicken scratch ideas for a
novel," Campbell said, "I
can't believe I didn't discover
jt SQOner."
•. t.ampbell's previous novels include ''The Glass Rose,"
"The Celestial Garden" and
"Primordial."
"Primordial" follows "The
Celestial Garden" in a twop<!rt series. This year she is
writing a new adventure.
Campbell has taken on political and religious powers in
her new satire, "Manifesto."

Campbell said the stipulations of writing a 50,000
word novel in one month
have serious benefits.
"Well 1, along with a lot of
other authors. procrastinate a
lot," Campbell !'aid. "One
thing that is really great
about this site is that it really
gives those procrastinating
writers a kick in the butt.''
Though her creative writing major keeps her very
busy, Campbell said participating in NaN oWriMo is
manageable.
She
fully
intends to continu~ ·with the
10-year·old tr adition after
graduation. Though she has
spent some sleepless nights
working to achieve her ,goal
of about 2,000 words a day
and other homework, she
said it is worth it.
Whitney Ridd le, senior
from Clarksville, Tenn., is
also a creative writing major.
She has par ticipated in
NaNoWriMo since her freshman year. Though she had a
more difficult time coming
up with titles, she said her
novels all follow the same
theme of fantasy. She said
she dabbled in science fiction
to no avail.
Her reasons to commit to
the task were similar to
Campbell's.
"It's just really exciting to
be able to say you wrote a
novel even if nobody will
ever read it," Riddle said
"Also, I did it for bragging
rights and interesting conversation."
Because she spends lots of
free time writing, Riddle said
she does not feel like she
misses out on enjoying her
free time.
Squire Babcock, associate
professor of English and philosophy, has never participat·
ed in NaNoWriMo, but has
recently published his own
novel. Although he said it
took him "more years than I
care to admit," Babcock is
proud. On the topic of writ·
ing a novel in a month, Babcock had differing views.
"It's pretty unrealistic to
expect someone can write a

Honor's program hosts
game, raises money
for Waterfield Library
•

1
1

Charlotte Kyle
Assistant f<.'atures Editor

R~ynold~rcontnbuting

Emily

photographer

Brodie Moyer, junior fromAshland, Ky.. seeks inspiration from a novel
as he crafts his own novel at Hart Thoroughbrewd Coffee Shop.
work of that size in that short
of a time," Babcock !laid.
He does, however support
the creative effort at work.
"I definitely am enthusiastic about anything 't hat
encourages people to write,"
Babcock said. " I like the idea
of anything that can get people to sit down and write. I
think writing is a powerful
tool.''
Though he said it is an
encouragement to jump start
new writers in such a short
time, Babcock said it can also

be a hindrance because it
leads writers to believe it is
easy to write n novel in a
month.
Babcock's novel "The King
of Gaheena," was released at
the beginning of October.
He said he decided early
on to become a writer. For all
the people who have ever
thought of writing a novel,
Babcock said NaNoWriMo is
n good way to start.
Bee f'eldhaus can be
r~ached at rebecca.feldhaus@
rnurraystate.edu.

Some things go together:
peanut butter and jelly, cookies
and milk or macaroni and
cheese. For the Honors Program, basketball and books can
be added to the list.
The 3rd Annual Ballin' For
Books is from 6 - 10 p.m. today
in Carr Health North Gym. The
live-on-five round robin-style
basketball tournament r aises
money for Waterfield Library.
Each game consists of two 12·
minute halves with a fiveminute half time. Admission is
free.
Meredith Stevenson, Honors
Program treasurer and sophomore from Madisonville, Ky..
said the philanthropic event
started in 2006 to bring diversity to the campus' library.
"We purchase the books our·
selves rather than simply
donating the money to the
library," Stevenson said.
Lauren Allard, Honors Program philanthropic chair and
junior from Paducah, Ky., said
she hopes this diversity will
encourage more students to use
the campus' resources.
"Really the goal is just to give
students a way to have material
available they may not have
had before," Allard said. "(We
hope) they feel more comfortable going to the library to look
for materials."
The books purchasell with
the money come off a list from
St. Johns College, but Allard
said if any students have specific requests to e-mail those to
lauren.allard(cilmurraystate.cdu.
In addition to the tourna·
ment, which rewards winners
with prizes from local businesses and trophies, the event will
feature a raffle. Tickets cost $1
and prize , packages include
donatio ns from Jasmine's,
Tumbleweed, Big Apple Cafe,

Cracl<er Barrel and Wal-Mart.
Stevenson said lazy-Lunches
will cater the event, with sandwiches and drinks available.
"Not only is this a way to
raise more money by doing
concessions, but it's also a way
to help advertise (Lazy-Lunches) because it's a new business
in town," Stevenson said.
Ballin' For Books raised
$2,000 in the past two years,
half of which was donated during Greek Week last year,
Allard said.
"We've seen a great deal of
support from various organizations on campus. from fraternities and sororities to the residential college system and
other independent groups
alike," Allard said.
A lot of work has gone into
planning this event and making
it run smoothly, Stevenson
said.
"We've been working on this
event
since
September.''
Stevenson said. "A couple of
months we've been trying to
get it together. We'vt• st•nt student representative~ to several
different organizations on campus. We've placed fliers on
campus and gone to at least 30
local businesses to receive
donations."
Stevenson said sht~ predicts
success with the event.
"The goal is just to raise
money," Stevenson said. "We'll
definitely make more than we
spend and that's w hat m;Jt!ers that we can help out the library
and the whole campus."
The Honors Program would
like to thank all participants
and businesses for their dona·
tions, the Student Government
Association for the slip fund
and Allison Epperson for providing the names of basketball
referees.
Charlotte Kyle can be reach€d
at Charlotte.kyle@murraystate.
edu.
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Selected by the 2008 Kentucky Book Fair

Toyota pick-up

t The Ancient Book of Enoch

truck during the
game.
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All herald the return f!fan ancient etnl in
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And Father Sam Stone must act as
a private eye to save a young girl
from becoming a victim of the
supernatural!
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cers picked 1st in OVC
Tim MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor

Elaine Kight!77Jc Nt>ws

Junior forward Tony Easley dunks during an exhibition qame.

Four starters return and the
bar sits about as high as the OVC
Championship banners .i n the
RSEC.
111e Racers are the OVC preseason number one and a tough
non-conference and conference
schedule should adequately prepare them for the OVC tournament.
The Racer men's basketball
team loses just two seniors from
last year's squad. which was
eliminated one game short of the
OVC championship.
The loss of Bruce Carter and
Ray George leave holes specifi·
cally on the offensive end of the
floor. With Carter and George's
departure, a combined 22 points
per game goes with them.
The offensive void will have to
be filled by several of the returning starters and some newcomers as well.

At the guard position the
Racers will be deep with the
return of seniors Tyler Holloway
and Kevin Thomas, as well as
junior Dancro Thomas. They
will also be complemented by
some good newcomers in sophomore Tsacc Miles and redshirt
freshman Matt Fraliex.
In the low post juniors Tony
Easley and Georges Fotso return
for the Racers, but playing time
V\ill be in jeopardy with threestar recruit Ivan Aska and junior
college transfer Jeffery McClain
battling for floor time.
The Racers will face tough
non-conference foes once again
this year.
Western Kentucky, Missouri,
Lndiana State and a tournament
that includes Wright State, Oral
Roberts and South Florida will
provide a bas~ for conference
play. Arkansas State will be the
first test for the Racers
Wednesday
and
Western
Kentucky makes the trek to the

SHOW Y·OUR
RACER COLORS!
Fmd the perfect Racer apparel for aU
ages, styles and occasions in our store
or online.
Visit our website at
murraystate.edu/bookstore.

~~
~
University Store
2nd Aoor Curris Center
Store Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m. - 6:30 p.m., Fri. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., Sun. 1 - 4 p.m.

410 Main Street

270..767-0020
Tues.-Sat.
11 a.m.- 8 p.m.

RSEC Saturday, Nov. 22.
The Racers will face some
familiar foes in conference play
with Austin Peay. UT Martin and
Eastern Kentucky all on the
schedule for this year. The tough
non-conference schedule and
the addition of some fresh faces
should help the Racers achieve
and OVC title.
"I think we have a new personality than we have had the last
couple years," Head Coach Billy
Kennedy said. ''We've got a different look than we've had the
last couple years with some new
~uys. I think defensively we're
more physical. We're hoping to
get the ball inside a little bit
more."
The Racers will play some
notable games in the RSEC
Austin Pcay on Jan. 10 on ESPN
and Morehead State on Feb. 26
on ESPNU.
Tim MacAJJiscer can be
reached at timotby.maC3llistcr@
murraystate.edu.
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Thomas leads 2008-Q9 Racers
WUl Pinkston
Staff writer

The Murray Stare men's basketball team not only opens the 200809 season ranked No. l in the OVC
preseason standings, but also with
returning stnrter senior Dancro
Thomas representing the Racers on
the All-OVC Preseason Team.
Thom:ts, junjor from New
Orleans. La.. and starting forward
for the Racers. averaged 12.3 points
and 4.9 rebounds per game and led
the team with 45 steals. averaging
l.45 steals per game for the 2007-08
season.
"He's definitely deserved this
honor." men's basketball Head
Coach Billy Kennedy said. "He's
worked very hard and he's our leading returning scorer for this season.''
Thomas was selected to the AliOVC Preseason Team alongside
nine other leading players throughout the Ohio Valley Conference.
Even though Thomas is very
proud of his achievement, he said he
plans to remain focused on starting

off the regular season strong.
"Being selected to the preseason
team is definitely a blessing and it's
something you want to live up to.
but it's not really my main focus
right now,'' Thomas said. "I just
want to help the team nnd focus on
lifting one of these b:~nncrs."
Kennedy's said Thomas figures
into the Racers' "strict, hard ·nosed
defense" style of play nicely, as he
stands 6-4 and 11)0 pounds.
"He's one of our better defenders," Kcnncdr said. "He's got good
size and good strength, but he's got
to be more consistent."
In addition to working on his consistency by focusing on taking shots
from all around the court, Thomas
focuses on the physicality of his
game to help him compete in an
increasingly difficult conference.
"Players in the OVC arc real physical. especially those teams like
Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay,"
Thomas said.
In the off-season, Thomas was
able to work on his physical game
through a very unique and life

changing opportunity.
Over the summer, Thomas participated in the Athletes in Action program where he traveled through
several Afrkan countries, doing
missionary work and playing on the
AlA tt•am against national teams.
"The trip was good for him,"
Kennedy said. "Anytime you can
give back to other people, that's a
positive. I hope we can benefit as 11
team from his intcrnntional experience. The players over there were
physical and playing against them
really prepared me for the teams
we'll play against this season,"
Thom:ts said.
As the regular season opener
begins tomorrow <lgainst visiting
Lyon College, Kennedy said he
expects a Jot out of the OVC preseason No. I Racers and is confident in
Thomas's performance.
Said Kennedy: "Danero has a really good understanding of what we
need on and off the floor. He'll really improve from last season."

Elaine Kight/The News

Will pinkston can be reached at
william.pinkston@murraystate.edu.

senior Danero Thomas qoes up for a layup in the team's first
Exhibition qame aqainst Bethel Colleoe which they won 82·45.

For more infonnation contact:
Judy Lyle, RN-BC
Chair, Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education
Health Services
135 We lls Hall
809-3809
judy.lyle@muiTaystate .edu

Murray S tat e Unh•ersity

MSU

Coalition of Alcohol Risk Education

Statistic from MSU Spring 2008

National CoUege Health Assessment (n::J.77 1) .
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Fomter player returns as coach
Ellzabeth Johnson
Staff writer
The Murray State women's basketball program has attained three additions to this years coaching staff.
Among these women who will help
Head Coach Rob Cross is former
Murray State student athlete standout
Ashley Brooke Hayes.
"Having a former player on our
staff is exciting," Cross said. ·~shley
is an invaluable resource for our student athletes because she knows me
and my expectations for them both on
and off of the court. Her experiences
as a Murray State student help make
her a great spokesperson for our program. She is able to convey the love
that she has for this University and
this program to prospective studentathletes and their families very effectively."
Just two years ago, before Hayes
accepted a job offer as assistant coach
at the University of North CarolinaGreensboro, she could be found leading the way for the Racers at the
RSEC. In her time as a student athlete
from 2003 to 2007, Hayes recorded

...........
. .

~

--

..

·--.~---.-..;

the school's all-time lead in career
three-point field goals (143) and still
shares the single game record (8).
"I feel very privileged to have been
given the opportunity by Coach Cross
to come back to my alma mater and
coach," Hayes said. "It's something
not many coaches have the opportunity to ever do, and I am lucky enough
to be here just two years out of playing here. I have a huge love for not
only Murray State, but Murray State's
women's basketball."
Off the court, she takes the responsibilities of working with opponent
:;couting, recruiting and academics.
Hayes has high hopes her former
experiences as a Murray State player
will help in her endeavors as a member of the women's basketball coaching staff.
'1 know what is expected of student
athletes here at Murray, and I know
the program is headed in the right
direction, and I can say I was a part of
how it got to where it is today," Hayes
said. "Since I did play here, I know the
style of play in our conference, and I
know what Coach Cross expects from
his players. Having played for him

myself, l know the quality of guy he is,
and his Jove for this University and
program. I can relay that to recruits
and their parents."
Cross. Hayes and the members of
the women's basketball team are
excited about her return to the program.
Hayes, having stepped away from
the program to coach for a season at
North Carolina-Greensboro, returns
in a unique way by helping her former
coach, and now coaching her former
teammates. This unique factor is one
she believes will benefit everyone
involved.
"Having been a player here, I can
interrelate the wants and needs of my
players," Hayes said. "I know what it
takes to have success, and I know
what you can do to not have success.
I've experienced both situations in
my career. Also, T hopefully can rub
off a lot of my competitiveness to my
players. You can ask any of my former
teammates how much I really hated
losing."

Elizabeth Johnson can be reached
at e/izabctha.johnson@murraystacc.
edu .

Elaine Kight/The News

Ashley Brooke Hayes Instructs the women's basketball team.
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Petty hired as graduate assistant
Alison Mugler
Sports Editor
For many collegiate athletes, once
senior night rolls around and the final
game of the season has come to an end, so
docs their involvement with sports.
For Shaleea Petty, her transformation
from student athlete to the newest graduate assistant to the Murray State Women's
Basketball program, has allowed her to
remain an intricate part of the sport she
lovl!s.
Petty said she has always shown interest in coaching and is fortunate Head
Coach Rob Cross gave her the opportunity to coach.
"Ht: offered me the position over the
summer, so I had a little while to think
about it," Petty said. ''He just told me that
I deserved this spot for everything I had
done and sacrificed for the program in
the last four years. He knew I wanted to
be a coach and thought this would be a
great opportunity for me."
Although the quick transition from
player to coach can often times prove as a
challenging one, Petty said she feels the

players perspective and also a coaching
perspective, so I can understand now
from a coaching point as well as the players point."
Petty said her job requirements include
assisting with the players academics,
checking for class attendance and helping
Cross with practice schedules and plays.
Petty spent the past four years at lhe
point guard position for the Racers, with
the last three standing as the team's captain.
During her career with the Racers Petty
made the record books, finishing her
career ranked in the top 10 in seven categories.
Specifically, she finished third in steals
with 217, seventh in blocks with 53 and
second in assist/turnover ratio with a 1.85.
During her senior campain she was a
key catalyst to the teams 2007-2008 Ohio
Valley Conference Championships as
well as their NCAA Tournament appearance. In her final season, Petty averaged
10 points. four assists and 3.7 rebounds
per game.
Alison Mug/cr can be reached at
alison.mug/cr@murraystate.edu.

Elaine KighVThe News

Shaleea Petty. the graduate assistant for the women's basketball team. scrimages with the players.
change has worked in her favor.
"I know all of the girls. and I have been

told they have a lot of respect for me,"
Petty said. "I try to look at things from a

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
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270-753-8556
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Office Hours 8 a.m . - noon
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Fresh faces spark program
Newcomers
add to strong
returning class
GregWaddeU
Staff writer

When Murray State takes the court this
season, many of the players may not look
familiar.
The Racers. coming off an 18-13 season,
will have a lot of new faces this year, as
six of the 14 players on the roster will be
suiting up for the first time.
Isacc Miles, sophomore transfer from
Creighton University, and Matt Fraliex, a
redshirt freshman from Caldwell County
High School, were both on the team last
season, but did see playing time.
The Racers will add depth to the back-

court as four of the newcomer's pl:ly the
guard position.
Miles looks to have the most immediate effect for the Racers. He averaged 6.1
points per game along with 2.1 rebounds
while earning a spot of the Missouri
Valley Conference's All-Freshman team
during the 2006-2007 season with
Creighton.
Head Coach Billy Kennedy said he sees
Miles as an impact player.
"He has an ability to affect the game
both on offense and defense," Kennedy
said. "His experience at Creighton will
help him in the OVC."
Fraliex, a 6-4 freshman, was one of the
most prolific players in Kentucky his
senior year of high school.
He averaged 32.3 points and was named
Second Team All-State by the Lexington
Herald-Leader and the Louisville
Courier-Journal.
"The redshirt year really helped Matt
and work on his strength," Kennedy said.
"He's a very excellent shooter and bas an
ability to score from any spot on the
court"
Donte Poole, a 6-3 freshman, averaged

21.6 points, seven rebounds and four
assists per game as a senior, leading
Mojave High School to a second-place
ftnish in the state tournament while earning First Team All-State for the Ncwda
4A State Tournament in 200Z
"Donte is a very talented player, he can
score and has good athletic ability,"
Kennedy said. "He's going to be a very
good player when he gains strength and
endurance."
B.J. Jenkins, a 6-foot junior guard, will
sit out the 2008-2009 season after transferring from Liberty University, where he
averaged 9.9 points per game and 4.4
rebounds as a sophomore. He will be eligible to play for Murray State in fall of
2009 with two seasons of eligibility left.
"He's a tough East Coast guard who can
play the one or two positions," Kennedy
said. "His maturity and character will
help the leadership of our team now, and
in the future."
Two newcomer's will look to help with
the inside game. as Ivan Aska and Jeffery
McClain prepare to play their first season
for the Racers.
Aska, a 6-7 freshman, had his way with

Florida competition his senior season,
averaging 15 points and U rebounds per
game, while earning Florida Player of the
Year for classes 6A through 4A and First
Team All-State.
"Ivan is maybe the best freshmen we've
signed since I've been here," Kennedy
said. "He's got toughness and tremendous
athletic ability around the basket and
scores the ball better than I thought.
He'll help us right away."
McClain, a sophomore, played his
freshman season at Three Rivers
Community College where he led the
team with 8.7 rebounds per game and
added 12 points per game.
"Jeff's toughness and physical presence
is something this program has missed the
last two seasons," Kennedy said. "He's a
tenacious rebounder who provides us
toughness around the basket and he also
has a good basketball I.Q player."
Although this group of newcomers will
no doubt be asked to contribute right
away, with a core group of veterans the
se:lson looks bright for the Racers.
Greg Waddell can be reached at
gregory. waddell@murraystate.edu.

UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • CAJUN SPECIALS
DELI SANDWICHES • BBQ • SOUPS
BEST SALADS IN TOWN
BURGERS & FRIES • GREAT DESSERTS

••••••••••••••••••
FULL BAR
HAPPY HOUR 3-6 P.M.
PABST BLUE RIBBON $1 MON.-WED .

••••••••••••••••••

LuNCH SPECIALS • NoN-SMOKING AvAILABLE
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR MEETINGS/PARTIES
EXPANDED DECK • CORNHOLE

~-

Corner of lOth & Arcadia • 270-759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
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Incoming class looks to impact
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer

flame 1\ight/The News

Senior Angela Mullins shoots during practice.

ln high school, basketball players are u:;ed to the possible
three hour practices after class and the occasional morning conditioning, but for the six newly acquired members of Head
Coach Rob Cross' women's basketball team who endure practice
from 5-7 a.m. every morning at the RSEC, things are a bit different.
"The tempo is a lot quicker (than in high school) and it is more
physical," freshman point guard Rachael Isom said. "In high
school you were probably one of the best players on your team
and you could afford to take a few breaks, but now there are no
breaks. Every second counts."
lsom. of Cleveland, Ohio, led her team at Cleveland High
School to claim four consecutive district and regional championships and gained experience in the Ohio State Tournament all
four years, earning district, regional and state honors throughout
her campaign as a Raider.
"Rachael is an outstanding point guard who ha!> the ability to
play on the wing as well," Cross said. "She is a good athlete who
is capable of pushing the ball hard in transition. We expect her
to be ready to contribute at both the point guard position and on
the wing."
Guard Mallory Schwab earned All-Conference honors in her
four years at Martinsville High School in Martinsville, Ind.
"Mallory is a very good athlete who has the potential to play
on the wing and at the point." Cross said. "She is a good three
point shooter and has the potential to get to the rim."
Brooke Willoughby, who ph1ycd for the Christian Academy of

"!Jt'd. a. R~ q!U'd Pk£e 1D Slwp!"
Welcome to consignment of exceptional quality.
We invite you to visit and buy in our attractive
consignment slloppe which olfeu quality fuhions for:

Ladies • Gents • Children
Accessories • Maternitv • Formal
Enjoy owning designer clothing at a fraction of the cost·
Beautiful and in excellent condition.
Wear "Sak's Fifth Avenue" at Sak's Thrill Avenue price!
20-SO% off selected tags

HOURS: Mon·frl 9:30·4:30, S•t 9:30·2:00
Co•rt S411re • Murrey ~ ~ 2 7 0· 7 S 3·408 7
Ce41z • 270·S22·787S

Louisville, is the last addition to the guards who are training
under new assistant coach and former Murray State student athlete Ashley Brooke Hayes.
''Brooke is a very quick, small guard who has the ability to cum
the corner on people," Cross said. "She also has the ability to
make an open three. She has the potential to be a change-of-pace
type guard and provide a spark for us."
Jana Roney helped lead her team at Obion County Central in
Union City, Tenn.. to four 20-win seasons in which she gained
numerous all-state honors.
"Jana is definitely a multi-tool player," Cross said. "She is an
outstanding shooter with deep range."
From Fishers. Ind.. forward Kristen Kluempers is a beneflt to
the team's overall size. She was part of the basketball team at the
newly opened fishers High School, where the team went undefeated in 4A play.
Kayla Lowe, known as a scoring and rebounding powerhouse
for her team at Pike County Central in Pikeville, Ky., was a
MacDonald's All-American nominee and helped her team
advance to the state's Final Four in the 2006-07 season.
':At 6'1", Kayla is one of our better perimeter shooters," Cross
said. ''She has the ability to drain the open three and mid-range
jumper consistently. Her physical play on the boards and willingness to set great screens is quickly earning her a position in
the rotation of power forward and post positions."
Her contribution, combined with the veteran players and new
student-athletes alike has the potential of leading the Racers to
another Ohio Valley Conference title.

Elizabeth johnson can be reached at elizbetha.johnson@
murraystate.cdu.
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Guffey looks to break records
'

K!i.

Greg Waddell
Staff writer
Four years ago Amber Guffey walked onto Murray
State's campus as a heavily recruited guard from
Clinton County High School.
Friday, when the Racers take the court against the
host the Lady Hilltoppers of Western Kentucky. it
will mark the beginning of the end for Guffey's storybook career that has seen her score more than
1,200 points and win an OVC title.
As a freshman in 2005, Guffey made her presence
known immediately, though only starting five games,
dishing out 77 assists (2.75 per game) to lead the
team and finishing third on the team in points per
game with 8.4.
Guffey has continued to add to her list of accomplishments every year, building on her strong freshman campaign with an appearance on the Second
Team AII-OVC and OVC All Tournament Team as a
sophomore.
Her junior season brought more of the same as she
continued to shine, earning First Team All-OVC honors, OVC Tournament MVP, and finishing second on
the team in scoring with 17.7 points per game while
the Racer's captured the OVC title.
Now a senior, Guffey will be asked to shoulder
more of the load and take on a expanded leadership
role this season for the Racers, who must not only

replace four senior from last years title team, but
also adapt to new coach Rob Cross all while preparing to defend their OVC crown suiting up five freshman.
Guffey expressed high hopes for the season.
"This year we have a new coach, not really, he's
been here forever, but he's got a new system," Guffey
said. "We have a lot of freshman that have to learn
some stuff ... but I think we can all work together and
know our roles."
To say chat Guffey has made an impact on Racer
basketball wouJd be an understatement. Already a
record holder for most free throws in a ~me (18),
free throws in a season 079) and three-point field
goals in a season (72), she is also rhc first Murray
State player to record 300 career free throws and 300
career assists. She is also ranked No. I on Murray
State's three-point field goals charts (153), first in
free-throw percentage (.869) and second in threepoint field-goal percentage (.406).
Guffey had little to say about her career accomplishments other than to laud her teammates.
"Jts gone really well so far, especially last year winning the OVC," Guffey said.
The Racers will begin their 2008-2009 season,
tonight as they play against host Western Kentucky
University at 8 p.m. in Bowling Green, Ky.

Greg
Waddell
can
be
gregory. waddcll@murraystatc.edu.
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Senior point guard Amber Guffey heads up the court at practice this season.
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Cross prepares for first year as head coach
Steve Miller
Staff writer
Rob Cross. an alumni of Murray State, was an assistant
coach for the Murray State women's basketball team for
13 years. He held that jnb through the changing of three
head coaches: Eddil! Fil'lds, Joi Williams and Jody Adams.
which is unusual because a new bead coach will often
bring their own staff to serve as assistants.
In 2007, after Jody Adams offered Cross an assistant
position on her staff, he accepted the position once again
and returned to ht'lp lead the Racers to their most successful season in history.
Cross said maRing the transition throughout h.is coaching career ha~ not changed his style or personality.
"I believe that you have to be who you are in any profession, you can't try to be someone else, and that's the
way I've hl·en through three different coaches here."
Cross :;aid. "I have not changed. People always say you
have to complement your head coach and subjugate your
personality to your head coach. I've been fortunate to
work for three people here at Murray state that did not
ask me to do that. They wanted me to be myself."
Following the team's 2008 OVC Tournament victory,
Adams left Murray State to take the head women's basketball coaching position at her alma mater. Witchita
State.
Five days was all it took for Murray State athletic director Allen Ward to announce Cross would fill this vacancy left by Adams.
"There is nobody who is more loyal, who loves this

Elaine Kight17he News

Head Coach Rob Cross instructs his players at a practice.
University and loves this program more than Rob Cross,"
Ward said at the press conference announcing the hiring
of Coach Cross in March. "I am completely confident in
his ability to take th.is program where we've experienced
two years of success, winning the OVC championsh.ip
and going to the NCAA Tournament, taking it and providing that stability, that continuity that we need for thls
program and continuing on that successful path," Ward
said.

Cross's recruiting numbers show he has an eye for talent. as six of his recruits went on to play professionally
after leaving Murrny State. He has also signed 23 All-OVC
honoree:;.
This offseason, he had the task of replacing out-going
seniors Shalcca Petty, Alaina Lee. Angela Brown and
Gcrraca Mathews. He filled open roster spots with five
freshmen. Only time will tell if Cross has worked his
recruiting magic once again.
Because he has worked with the organization for so
long, he said he has avoided the pitfalls often seen when
an outsider is brought in to take over a team.
"My transition period is completely different than
almost everyone I have spoken with about making that
transition because of my experience here and the fact
that I've helped in recruiting everyone that plays for us
right now," Cross said.
Cross said he has the weapons of 2008 OVC Player of
the Year, senior Ashley Hayes and 2008 OVC
Tournament MVP, senior Amber Guffey.
"Going into the season right now. I guarantee you that
every coach in our league is trying to figure out how
they're going to stop Ashley Hayes, and how they're
going to stop Amber Guffey," Coach Cross said.
As for the team, Cross is proud of the dedication and
preparation they have showed so far.
"I think we have a great work ethic." be said. "1 don't
think there's a team in our conference that will out work
us."

Steve
Miller
can
be
stcven.millcr@murr;wstate.edu.
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IIIII
(All Calzones stuffed with Mozzarella Cheese and
served with Marinara Sauce.)
Cheese Calzone ....................... . ...$7.14
All Meat calzone ......... . .................$9.14
Supremo Calzone .... . ....... .... ......... .$8.40
Philly Steak and Cheese Calzone .. .........•.$9.40
Grilled Chicken Calzone ......... . ..........•$9.14
Chicken Rancher Calzone ...................$9.14
Chicken Alfredo Calzone ..................•.$9.40
Vegetable Calzone .....................•...$8.13

Make your own Calzone from these toppings:
(Cost of Cheese Calzone plus $1 .22 for each topping.)
Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Beef, Bacon, Red Onions,
Green Peppers, Mushrooms; Jalapeno,
Banana Peppers, Black Olives

&I

Pizzi
Medkm
12"
Cheese Pizza
$7.14
Philly Steak & Cheese Plzzza $10.14
$10.14
Grilled Chicken Pizza
All Meat Pizza
$10.14
Chicken Rancher Pizza
$10.14
$10.14
Chicken Alfredo Pizza
Supremo Pizza (Baldy's Special)$10.14
Vegetable Pizza
$8.14
Cheese Bread
$5.14

I'

1
a

Large

Racer

16"

2 ft

$8.74
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$10.14
$7.14

$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$18.14

All dinners come with Side Salad, Garlic Bread and choice of Baked Potato,
French Fries, Vegetable Medley or Rice.
Add 4 pc. Shrimp for $3.25 Add extra side for $1.50
12 oz Ribeye ....•...........•.....•................................................................$13.14
Be4t-f or Chlcl<en Tips ....•....••.....•............................•.....•................•..•••••.$9.90
Mixed Tips .-•....••..•.•..•.••.....••............................................................•....$11.14
8 oz Chicken Breast ...................................................•..................•.......$8.90
Chicken TeOOera (4pc) ·······························:··········································$9.14
Baked Ash ...•.•..............••......•.................................................•...•.........$9.14
Ca'tfish (6pc) ....•••.....•.•.........•.................................................................$9.14
Butterfly Shrimp (8pc) ...................................................................•.......$7 .14
Butterfly Shrimp (12pc) ........................................................................$11.14
Captain's Platter ..................................................................................$12.14
Vegetable Platter ...................................................................................$6.65
Fish Dinner ............................................................................................$8.65
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L•••~ Sp1alala

Available between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. only
Add Bacon 75 cents Add CheeS9 49 cents
No. 1-1121b Cheeseburger, fries & drink .•.....•.• .. •.. .•. ...•.$5.74
No. 2..Cfub Sandwich, fries & drink •..•.•.•••••........•......$6.1 o
No. 3-Chicken club, fries & drink ............................$6.1 0
No. 4-Chicken Strips, fries & drink •. .•.•. ••.•.. ......... . ••...$8.65
No. 5-Spaghetll, gartJc bread & drink ..••• •.•... ...•••.•.• •••.•$6.14
No. 6-Grlfled or Frltkt Chicken Salad, garlic bread & drink ......••$6.14
No. 7-Beef or Chicken Gyro, fries & drink .......•.......•....•$6.14
No. 8-(2)1/41b Cheeseburgers, (2) orders of fries & (2) drinks ••....$8.14
No. 9-BLTC, fries & drink ..... ·...... ........ ............... .$4.74
No. 1Q-Rsh SandWich, frieS & drink .....•.... .... . .•. ..•..• ..$5.74

Sp1alal•

16"-Cheese Pizza.........................$8
16"-UnlimJted Toppings ............$11
(3) 16"-Unlimited Toppings..........$24
(3) 12"-(3) Toppings ................$14
2 Topping Personal Calzone, plus drink.....$6
tax included

No DlsMIIfl on Specials
This includes MSU 1Oo/o, Dine-In 15o/o, lunch specials.
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DLE}'~

BOOK COMPANY
DISCOUNT C ·O LLEGE *I'EXTBOOKS

Simply drop off your schedule of classes for the ...

CUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE$

ON COllEGE TEXTBOOK$,,,
PERIOD!
-

We are a full service bookstore, you don't have to
hunt for your books, we do it for you!

No Hassle!
bradleybook. com

or

'

by calling toll free:

·1 -888-266-5040
....
•'•'

We pay cash for textbooks ...
year round!
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